Leading in corporate issues and off-the-shelf companies since 1954
This is how it works:
Complete a quotation enquiry at www.standardbolag.se
Send current balance report and income statement and we will
provide a quotation. For fastest processing - submit a quotation
enquiry via our website www.standardbolag.se, or alternatively
by mail to info@standardbolag.se..

Shareholder
For acceptance of our quotation, we need details of the
shareholder's name, personal code number/corporate identity
number, address and number of shares.

Contractual documents and checklist
We produce all contractual documents. The documents are
accompanied by our checklist of documents that we need in
connection with the transfer.

Payment of purchase sum
We pay the purchase sum immediately on receipt of all documents. We
simultaneously replace the company's officers and start the process of
winding up the company.
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Leading in corporate issues and off-the-shelf companies since 1954
The vendor's security
When you engage Svenska Standardbolag AB for fast liquidation, you are assisted by
Sweden's largest agency for winding up limited companies. Since 1992 we have wound
up more than 20,000 limited companies through the unique liquidation service, Slutstenen.

Your security as vendor
You obtain a well-known and financially strong counterparty in Svenska
Standardbolag AB
Our long experience and expertise within the area.
The company is wound up correctly.
The purchase sum is paid promptly.
We immediately hold an extraordinary general meeting where we replace the
previous board of directors and any auditor there might be, and take over
responsibility for the company. You can thus feel secure that the company and
the owners' authority and obligations in relation to the Tax Authority etc. will
be handled correctly..
The winding up process takes place under our ownership and we take over
responsibility for the company's administration, including payment of taxes on
time, correct completion of tax returns and other accounts, with any claims on
the company handled correctly

Please contact us!
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